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Presidential Foreword
A message from our dear departing president, Ed Farrow.

I must say I am really rather sad that my year as President of EUSS has come to a
close, and not just because I’ve had to relinquish my Gold Card. This year with the
club has been an absolute pleasure in every way. I was incredibly fortunate to have
the best committee I could have ever asked for and together I think we made this year
an undoubtable success.
Fresher’s week went swimmingly and we increased our membership from the year
before, thanks in no small part to the taster trips we ran throughout the week. The
Autumn term had six superb weekend trips in the Mendips, Wales and even up to
Yorkshire. Perhaps the highlight of the first term was EUSS being rightfully crowned
as the Ultimate Caving Club at CHECC 2015, (I say perhaps because I can’t really
remember much of it). It would be remiss of me to talk about the first term without
mentioning our incredible members from overseas. Whether they were from America
or Belgium, Australia or Canada, these members were near perfect additions to the
club, and it was a great shame to see them leave after far too short a time. It was an
absolute pleasure to be a part of their time in the UK and I hope the experiences they
had with us stay with them for many years.
After Christmas we had six more fantastic weekend trips, and several different day
trips to local Devon caves, including one particularly memorable foray into the
greatest cave in the world, Afton Red Rift. EUSS’s defending beer pong champions
advanced through to the final of the Southern CHECC competition, but sadly had to
make do with being runners up on this occasion.
The 2016 Summer Trip to Slovenia will be my final outing as President, after which I
will hand over the presidency to the more than capable Ari to carry on the incredible
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work he did all year as Secretary, and he’ll be backed up by a superb new committee.
I have every faith that they will take the club from strength to strength.
Thank you so much to everyone who made this year so fantastic. It has been a
pleasure and a privilege to be the President of this club. Good luck to next year’s
committee and all future and returning members - enjoy the hell out of it, bolt often
and swiftly, and don’t forget to back yourself…
Ed Farrow,
EUSS President 2015-16
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Facts about your New President
Written by our dear departing president, Ed Farrow.
- Even though Ari is a vegetarian he runs an underground cockfighting ring in
his spare time.
- Ari” is short for Aristophanes.
- The Tab once investigated Ari for corruption. None survived.
- Ari likes to get his banana out at every opportunity.
- “Ari” is short for Ariadne.
- Ari shaves every day without fail. Rumour has it if he misses a day he would
suffocate in his sleep on a glorious handlebar moustache.
- Ari has a very successful YouTube channel where he fixes people’s caving gear
in return for hummus and slacklining paraphernalia.
- “Ari” is short for Sebastian.
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Presidential Welcome
A message from our new president, Ari Cooper-Davis.

Hello! I’m Ari. I’m a 3rd year Natural Sciences student, and I joined caving in my first
year, immediately falling in love with it and doing as much of it as humanly possible.
I particularly like verticality and water in my caves, so I’m really keen on doing lots
of caving in Yorkshire and the Peak District this year! I was the club Secretary last
year, when I joined the DCRO as a provisional member, and we still attend rescue
training events monthly.
EUSS holds a big place in my heart, and I’d like to see it grow and improve over the
next year. We’ve got some very keen and competent returning members, and lots of
offers from alumni to help us train and lead trips, so I think we should be able to get a
lot of good caving in without too much trouble. We’re planning to run 2 weekend
trips per month, and a number of day trips so that those who are busy on weekends
will still get the chance to get involved.
The social aspect of the club has always been a big thing, and that’s another aspect
that I’d like to see continue to grow. Last year we struggled for numbers at socials, so
we may try replacing the odd social with something else, like an evening trip, or a
training session. This should give us the opportunity to socialise whilst also providing
useful training for people.
So I hope that I can keep the club moving nicely this year, and if you have any
questions or queries do please let me know – I’m here for you. Enjoy the journal, and
let me know if you want any more info.
Ari Cooper-Davis,
EUSS President 2016-17
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Our Philosophy
As a British Caving Association member club we are bound by their “Caving Code”
which gives us some idea of how we can cave responsibly:

Ed Farrow and Liana Green in Otter Hole – Credit: Jon Morrell, 2015

1 Cave with care and thought for the environment.
2 Disturb nothing whether living or geological.
3 Avoid touching formations.
4 Keep to marked routes and never cross conservation tapes.
5 Take nothing but photographs.
6 Do not pollute the cave, leave nothing behind.
However, as a club we want to expand upon what it means to be a responsible caver,
and what we want our club to be about:
7 Be kind, caring, and inclusive.
8 Don’t be afraid to say if you’re not comfortable with something.
9 Be prepared and equipped, with kit and the knowledge of how to use it.
10 Look out for your friends.
11 Have fun!
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Your Committee
These are the people to bother if you want something, and who are responsible for
bothering you. We like being bothered because it means that you care enough about
caving to bother us, which is probably a good thing.

President – Ari Cooper-Davis – 3rd Year Natural Sciences
Bother him about anything, then he’ll bother someone else about it.

Secretary – Holly Wilson – 3rd Year Psychology
Bother her about running trips, signing up, and other admin stuff.

Treasurer – Sarah Wicks – 2nd Year Physics
Bother her about paying your membership and trip costs, or for fuel money.
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Social Secretary – Rianna Graham – 2nd Year Medicine
Bother her about when and where socials are, or with fun social ideas.

Publicity Officer – Qalam Eusuf – 2nd Year Bio-Medicinal Sciences
Bother him about the newsletter, website, and social media, or with your photos.

Tackle Master & Mistress – Harry Barnes & Suzanne Owen – 2nd Year Electronic
Engineering and Computer Science & 3nd Year Medicine
Bother them about borrowing kit, and get bothered about looking after it.

They’re here to help you out and make sure that you have a good time, so get to know
them, and if you need any help at all then let one of them know!
You can get in touch with them all individually on Facebook, or via the club page, or
send an email to the President on speleology.captain@exeter.ac.uk and he’ll make
sure that your message gets to the right place.
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Cave Rescue
Caving is one of the more obscure sports out there, and as such involves some pretty
unique risks that most people don’t have to deal with.
We combat these risks with good planning and careful thinking, but sometimes events
are out of our control, and when things do go wrong we’re lucky to have Cave
Rescue Organisations looking out for us.

DCRO Helicopter Training – Credit: Lucy Greenwood, 2016

Our local team is the Devon CRO, a group of volunteers who respond to cave rescue
call outs (amongst other things). If we have an accident in a Devon cave, and we call
the police, then the police will call out DCRO and they’ll deal with the rescue. I’d
highly recommend not having to get rescued from a cave, as it looks like a
thoroughly unpleasant experience, and you’ll probably have to buy the team a keg of
good beer afterwards.
A number of EUSS members are also members of the DCRO; it’s an excellent place
to get training, meet like-minded people, and give a little back to the caving
community (and you might get to fly in a helicopter!).
These volunteers work tirelessly to keep us cavers safe, and with no government
funding at all - this is why we’ve decided to donate £1 from each of your
membership fees to the Devon Cave Rescue Organisation.
To learn more about the DCRO visit www.dcro.org.uk or search for “Devon Cave
Rescue Organisation” to like them on facebook.
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Fresher’s Trips to Pridhamsleigh Cavern
The first cave that we take new members to is Pridhamsleigh Cavern (or Prid), an
interesting and varied cave about 45 minutes drive away from Exeter.
It is a multilevel maze of passages, with some squeezes, slides, climbs and water,
meaning that it has a bit of something for everyone. This has made it a popular novice
trip, so generations of cavers have disturbed vast amounts of mud in the cave, making
it one of the muddiest trips around!

Sam Richards pondering the mud in Prid – Credit: Jon Morrell, 2016

At the start of this year we ran loads of Prid trips; some taster trips for students who
were thinking of joining, and some freshers trips for new members. It was a pleasure
to lead so many keen and competent new cavers on their first caving experiences,
even when we had to search the shallower reaches of the freezing lake for lost
wellies, or forgo dry trousers to lend to people who’d managed to forget their own!
We also returned to Prid later in the year to explore some areas off the beaten track
such as mystery pool, an interesting and somewhat decorated section that is reached
through a committing extended duck (a low water filled passage that is tackled by
lying on your back with just your face out of the water), and The Deep Well.
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Fresher’s Weekend – Mendip Adventures!
Fresher’s trips are always good fun; you get to meet exciting new people and do the
classic caving trips.
This year we stayed at the MNRC hut, a lovely homely little hut, but slightly out of
the way meaning that we had to drive to all of our caves.
We split up into two groups to do the classic freshers caves; Swildon’s Hole and GB
Cave (Editor: cave name redacted, because we’re not actually allowed to take
freshers in GB Cave… Oops...).
Swildons is a superb streamway cave which has freshers climbing down ladders in
waterfalls, splashing through underground streams, taking emergency wee breaks
when they think we’re not looking, then realising they have to swim through the
water they’ve just weed in when they get to the sump at the bottom.
We made a video of our Swildon’s trip at www.tinyurl.com/freshersvideo; it’s well
worth checking out so you can see what we have in store for you!

Dom, Dave, Hannah, Tara, Miranda, and Fiona visiting GB – Credit: Liana Green, 2016

GB Cave is another fine cave, which wiggles around a little to start with before
dropping you into a huge underground cavern with a small streamway and natural
rock bridge.
Caves were caved during the day and games were played during the night, and a great
time was had by all.
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Wales Weekend – Ogof Ffynnon Ddu!
We went to Wales a number of times last year, but this trip was memorable because
this time I accidentally convinced Harry that it was disrespectful to wear trousers in
the The South Wales Caving Club (SWCC).
The SWCC is a lovely caving hut high in the hills above Swansea, Wales. It is quite
rustic (i.e. no wifi, no phone signal) with wood-burning stoves, cosy bunk rooms, and
a hair raising quarry track to negotiate whilst driving there.
The hut is situated right on top of Ogof Ffynnon Ddu (OFD), a spectacular large cave
system with a varied character, so that’s where we took our enthusiastic cavers. There
are a number of different entrances to the system, each with it’s own interesting
features, so we decided to visit the two big ones!
On the Saturday we popped into the top entrance to have an explore, and to visit
some of the prettier formations in there; the Wedding Cake and the Trident and Judge.
Within 3 minutes Rosziel had valiantly sprained her ankle, within 30 Tara had
discovered that she doesn’t like crawls, and after 3 hours I realised that I’d left my
fleece at the bottom of the cave, so had to go and retrieve it the following day.
On Sunday we went to the bottom entrance to conduct the classic OFD round trip; an
exciting wet trip with some go-ape style high traverses, and some big water-filled
pots to be crossed by balancing on scaffolding poles. It’s an excellent trip that I’d
highly recommend.
We had a great time, and will certainly be going back there next year!

Dan on the OFD round trip traverse – Credit: Lucy Greenwood, 2011
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Easter Weekend – Chocolate on Mendip
As is tradition, last Easter saw us driving to the Belfry for egg hunts, celebrations,
and (of course) some caving.
We arrived late on Friday and spent the evening celebrating and catching up with
Bristol Exploration Club (BEC) friends and Exeter alumni. This meant that we awoke
late on Saturday with remarkable hangovers, so caving was slightly delayed.
One group tackled Waterwheel Swallet; a fine stream-way cave with an interesting
ladder pitch which ends in some small dams, whilst the other went to Reeds Cavern;
an extensive and large system which can take some time to explore. Unfortunately
they couldn’t actually find it, so ended up poking their noses in Aveline Hole, which
is more of a rock shelter than a cave.
The following day both groups enjoyed a small Easter egg hunt in Rose Cottage
Cave; a cave so close to the Belfry that we could almost smell breakfast cooking
whilst hiding the chocolate. We then split into two; one group exploring Sidcot
Swallet, a small novice cave which features the Lobster Pot, a tight climb which is far
easier on the way down than the way back, whilst the other complained of their
hangovers and didn’t actually cave at all.
The Belfry never fails to show us a good time, and we may have to head up there for
Easter again this year!
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Otter Hole
The group that braved Otter Hole this year was Ari, Ed, Holly, Jon, myself (Liana),
and our lovely guide, Adrian. As we drove to Chepstow I was both nervous and
excited for this cave. It is described as one of the best decorated caves in Britain, and
everyone I knew who had done it described it as long but worth it.
We arrived bright and early and walked to the cave entrance through the woods
alongside the River Wye. Within ten minutes of setting off I tripped and rolled down
a hill– a good omen for the rest of the 12 hour trip. After a short entrance series we
came to the tidal sump, which blocks the access to the rest of the cave. At low tide
you can pass through this as a duck – sensible people do a 6 hour ‘between tide trip’,
going in just after the sump has drained and leaving just before it fills. EUSS, of
course, didn’t take this option. We did the ‘overtide trip’ meaning we were going in
just before the sump fills and going out after it has drained, leaving us stuck in there
for 9-15 hours. It felt a bit like crunch time going through that duck – there was
literally no turning back now – but it also felt quite exciting.

A beautifully decorated chamber in Otter Hole – Credit: Jonathan Morrell, 2016

Following the streamway led us through some extremely thick mud, then through
some boulder chokes and a bit of crawling. It continues in this typically cave-like
fashion for a few hours until you crawl around a boulder and an amazing sight hits
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you. A huge chamber filled with enormous stalagmites and stalactites, many a pure
white colour, others yellow and brown. This chamber is called the Hall of 30 and is a
beautiful sight to behold. I never thought I’d be able to see a cave like it in Britain,
and it didn’t stop there. The rest of the cave is covered in hundreds of straws,
helictites, and even more mammoth stalagmites. It is worth doing the longer trip to
see the rest of the cave, because it is absolutely stunning. There were sections that in
other caves I would exclaim at, but in Otter Hole they just became a part of the
scenery.
While it was an amazing trip, it was also a tiring trip. It took about 12 or 13 hours to
complete and I was exhausted during the last third of the trip (thank you to Ed and
Ari for being top class cavers and offering me knees to stand on, lots of morale, and
even a haul or two).
Even so, I’m glad I did this trip. I visited Postojna Show Cave in Slovenia recently on
the summer trip, a top tourist site and the second-longest cave system in the country. I
can honestly say that to me, Otter Hole was more stunning. Otter Hole truly is nature
at its best, and having to work hard to get there makes it that much sweeter.

Washing off the mud post trip – Credit: Jonathan Morrell, 2016
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Eurospeleo: A Rambling Account of trips to
some Classic Caves of the Dales
Suffering from a bit of a cold, general faff and the long, long drive up from Exeter
meant I arrived at the great tent city of Eurospeleo just before midnight on the
Saturday night. I soon bumped into a few people from the BEC and EUSS and
pitched tent near the inflatable cow and the BEC flag in the (remarkably quiet) 'noisy
campers' field. Despite this field being mostly empty the other three 'quiet campers'
fields were totally rammed! Obviously the BEC's reputation precedes us…

The great tent city of Eurospeleo – Credit: Duncan Simey, 2016

I mostly caved with EUSS members for the week (there aren't many of them!); first
trip (Sunday) with Ari was down Pool Sink and up Wretched Rabbit in a pair. This
was my first Easegill trip and so we chose to see the streamway via Eureka Junction
rather than the shortcut from Stop Pot. We also managed to climb completely the
wrong handline in Wretched Rabbit, ending up at a window looking out over the
massive fixed ropes and realising our mistake!
Monday we (me (Andrew), Ari, Holly and Ed) made the long descent down the NW
route in Alum and down to the sump, returning by the Long Churn/Dollytubs route
and crawling out the resurgence at the Diccan entrance - and then under the bridge for
good measure. Some of the party struggled at the top of the first pitch swinging up
onto the Bridge, but much fun (and wetness) was had - a bit of a theme for the week!
Tuesday, on a gloriously sunny day, me and Ari bailed from caving and headed to
Brimham Rocks for a bit of bouldering. I am normally pretty cynical about British
bouldering, given that most of my bouldering has been in the glorious French
bouldering mecca of Fountainbleau while my local bouldering is the esoteric skinripping horror of Dartmoor, but we actually had a really good day and I can
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recommend it to anyone who finds themselves in Yorkshire with a boulder pad,
boulders about Font 5 or more, and doesn't want to cave... Bouldering was then
followed by a mostly vegetarian BBQ and of course the CHECC toga night. I am
looking forward to this year's CHECC which will be held in the Mendips - albeit at a
safe distance of a few miles from most of the local caving huts!

Bouldering at Brimham Rocks – Credit: Ari Cooper-Davis, 2016

Wednesday we gained a keen caver visiting Eurospeleo on their own (Charlotte) and
headed to Gaping Gill as a five-some for a epic cross-system trip. Due to classic yet
epic faff we ended up leaving well into the afternoon for the long trip of the week;
faff only being added to when, having arrived in Clapham, Ed realised he had left his
thermals behind and had to go back and get them! In keeping with my usual tendency
to select generally unpleasant and awkward caves (and then insist on dragging a
tackle bag along - suffering is all part of the fun of caving, right?) we headed over the
moor to the entrance of Corky's Pot. This fairly newly-dug entrance is not that long
but largely consists of awkward or flat-out crawling with short pitches - initially freeclimbable and then dropping down deeper rifts and into larger chambers. It is all
worth it though as it emerges impressively high into Mud Hall with a long freehanging pitch contrasting heavily with the rest of the system!
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Gaping Gill at the top of the Winch – Credit: Ed Farrow, 2016

We then headed for Main Chamber where Ed and Holly escaped us heading up the
winch (cheaters!). With only three of us, instead of five, speeds increased and we set
off at a rapid pace for Stream Passage Pot. I finally got to see the Sand Caverns and
their seasonal varving, and all was going well until a misreading of the survey sent us
into the squalid and muddy North West Extensions. We ended up completely coated
in mud, with Ari losing a welly temporarily at one point, until we decided to go back
and look elsewhere for the promised rope up to freedom. After heading up the stream
we finally found the rope and began our ascent, getting a bit of a rinsing as we
climbed. It is a lovely entrance, and actually one of the oldest entrances as it was first
connected in 1949; only the main shaft and associated holes, Flood Entrance and
Disappointment Pot were connected to the GG system earlier, while Corky's Pot was
only connected in 2004. It also has a fantastically sized stream passage at the top just wide enough to run along with a large tackle bag and only occasionally having to
squeeze past things. This is very different to the streamway in Disappointment which
is a nightmare to carry tackle bags upstream as it has lots of awkward cascades and
bag-eating tight bits!
We were pretty tired at this point and all of our gear was totally coated in mud, so for
Thursday me and Ari opted to a slightly easier option and headed for Yordas Pot,
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which turned out to be ideal. After dropping into the middle entrance we headed up
the very low and very wet crawl to Top Entrance and back to start the cleaning
process! The SRT in Yordas is not hard but for a 20-30 minute cave is actually quite
tricky in places with arm-heavy traverses. Descending the last pitch Ari received
cheers of awe from the small children visiting Yordas Cave at the bottom! Much gear
cleaning commenced in the pool before heading into the surprisingly large chamber
of Yordas and out into the glorious sunshine which began to dry our newly-clean kit
immediately. A very easy, but very pleasing day!
The final cave of the weekend on Friday was a rainy trip with Ari, Josh and Ellen
down Death's Head Hole on Leck Fell, an impressive (if somewhat mossy) vertical
shaft dropping to a large chamber. An impressively scaffolded dig through the
boulders at the bottom, apparently only three years old, connects to the Death's Head
Inlet of the Lost John's system allowing access to the main streamway. We wandered
down this until we reached the Lake, a 100m wading/swimming section, which we
refrained to cross as we were not really dressed for water and our callout was only for
Death's Head.
The rain and high winds finally drove me away on Saturday after watching the BEC
Philippines lecture, but it was an awesome week of caving, partying and exploring
parts of Yorkshire caving I didn't even know existed. I am now keen to go back and
explore some more!
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Organising Trips - Useful Information
The Mendip Hills:
The Wessex Cave Club - Upper Pitts, Eastwater Lane, Priddy, Somerset, BA5
3AX - www.wessex-cave-club.org - £3.50 pppn
The Bristol Exploration Club - The Belfry, Wells Road, Priddy, Somerset, BA5
3AU - www.bec-cave.org.uk - £4 pppn
The Mendip Cave Group - Nordrach Cottage, Charterhouse on Mendip,
Blagdon, Bristol, BS40 7XW - 01761462797 - £5 pppn
The Mendip Nature Research Committee - B3135, Green Ore, Wells,
Somerset, BA5 3EZ - www.mnrc.org.uk - £5 pppn
Wales:
The South Wales Caving Club - 1, 10 Powell St, Penwyllt, Pen-y-Cae, Swansea
SA9 1GQ - www.swcc.org.uk - £6 pppn
The Chelsea Speleological Society - Whitewalls Caving Hut, OS grid ref
SO204157 - www.chelseaspalaeo.org - £5 pppn
The Croydon Caving Club - Godre Pentre, Ystradfellte, South Wales, CF44
9JE - www.croydoncavingclub.org - £5 pppn
The Wild North:
The Technical Speleological Group - The Chapel, Castleton, Hope Valley,
Derbyshire, S33 8WH - www.tsgcaving.co.uk - £5 pppn
The Yorkshire Subterranean Society - Old School House, Helwith Bridge,
North Yorkshire, BD24 0EH - www.yssuk.com - £5 pppn
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